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NEW QUESTION: 1
-- Exhibit --- Exhibit A vSphere administrator attempts to manually vMotion a virtual
machine but receives error messages related to the Shared
Storage datastore shown in the exhibit.
The administrator uses the vSphere Web Client and locates the
datastore settings shown:
Which action should the administrator take to resolve these
errors?
A. Select server3 and click Mount.
B. Remove server3 from the cluster then re-add it.
C. Reconnect server3 to the vCenter server.
D. Right-click Not connected and select Connect.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Azure subscription that contains an Azure file
share.
You have an on-premises server named Server1 that runs Windows
Server 2016.
You plan to set up Azure File Sync between Server1 and the
Azure file share.
You need to prepare the subscription for the planned Azure File
Sync.
Which two actions should you perform in the Azure subscription?
To answer, drag the appropriate actions to the correct targets.
Each action may be used once, more than once, or not at all.
You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to
view content.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
First action: Create a Storage Sync Service
The deployment of Azure File Sync starts with placing a Storage
Sync Service resource into a resource group of your selected
subscription.
Second action: Run Server Registration
Registering your Windows Server with a Storage Sync Service
establishes a trust relationship between your server (or
cluster) and the Storage Sync Service. A server can only be
registered to one Storage Sync Service and can sync with other
servers and Azure file shares associated with the same Storage
Sync Service.
The Server Registration UI should open automatically after
installation of the Azure File Sync agent.

NEW QUESTION: 3
What are the primary reasons for the development of a business
case for a security project?
A. To estimate risk and negate liability to the company
B. To forecast usage and cost per software licensing
C. To communicate risk and forecast resource needs
D. To understand the attack vectors and attack sources
Answer: C
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